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An exploration into the cultural, natural, and historical significance of islands, this unique book
delves into what islands represent, how different cultures view them, and even the geological roots
of island formations. Islands play a significant role in both the ancient and modern world, and play
an important part in how civilizations were formed. The book looks at islands through the lens of the
philosophical, psychological, biological, and political, as human identity has revolved around islands
ever since people first discovered them. It celebrates islands for all their worth, whether real or
invented, literal or fictitious, as a central part of the human narrative.

J. Edward Chamberlin is a professor emeritus of English and comparative literature at the University
of Toronto. He is a fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, was a visiting professor at the University
of Michigan, has lectured around the world, and received an honorary doctorate from the University
of the West Indies. He is the author of Come Back to Me My Language; Horse; and If This Is Your
Land, Where Are Your Stories? He lives in British Columbia.

Island: How Islands Transform the World by J. Edward Chamberlin tells of the impact islands have
made on human history. I have taken many visits to islands as holiday destinations: Prince Edward
Island, the Åland Islands, Vardø, the Faroes, Bornholm, Newfoundland and Tristan da Cunha, so I
thought Island would be a book I'd want to take with me as a desert-island classic. This book was
only 242 pages long but when it takes eight days to get through as short a book as this, there can
only be one reason: it bored me to sleep. Even though it covered a subject matter that seemed
directed to me personally, for 2013 was the year I announced would be devoted to reading books
about islands in homage to my upcoming trip--now past--to Tristan da Cunha, Island never caught
my interest as I thought it would. Perhaps Chamberlin's brevity was the problem; for example, I
would have preferred to learn much more about the history of sailing and the development of sails in
their role in both settling islands as well as getting people off them. At least provide me with more
than just a few pages on these topics, as Island, to its credit, covers an enormous range of subject
matter. In addition to sailing, Chamberlin discusses island formation and continental drift, the earliest
days of European exploration, Darwin's theory of evolution, flightless birds, the role of islands in
literature...so much to cover yet so little between the covers. I jumped around Island like an



island-hopper, taking in only a little bit of information about each new train of thought.

I found myself, last year, suddenly fascinated with maps and islands. Maphead: Charting the Wide,
Weird World of Geography Wonks was an important and entertaining read for me, as it took a
personal approach (not just factual) to explaining why some of us are obsessed with maps and what
they mean. I then read Atlas of Remote Islands which thoroughly satisfied me with poetic articulation
of the good, the bad, and the ugly of classically enthralling islands.

In the beginning, the book is peppered with instances of islands and their cultural importance
(examples of islands in literature, etc), but that seems to fade as it gives way to more factual
information. The last chapter, "Amazing Islands", is practically an unorganized bullet list of islands
Chamberlin has deemed 'amazing'.Read more &rsaquo;

Island: How Islands Transform the World J. Edward ChamberlinElliott & Thompson, pp.241,
Â£14.99, ISBN: 9781909653382â€˜Tom Islandâ€™ â€” that was the name I was given once by a
girl I met on an island in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Of course, she broke my heart in due course. Turned
out to be a lesbian, or so she claimed. But I liked the nickname, and as I think about it now, my life
seems to be defined by islands of one sort or

A compact, economical read that focuses on the role of islands in our collective human history,
literature, religion and understanding of geology, evolution, and biogeography. I enjoyed the
examples ranging from well-known island history and discovery (e.g. Robinson Crusoe, Darwin's
finches and their adapted beaks) to more esoteric or obscure island folklore, fauna and history.

Some may criticize the book as merely skimming the surface of all the facets of island genesis and
existence that it touches. My major criticism is in the lack of maps in the book. I'd have loved to have
had a copy of some of the maps that the 16th-century sailors were using. I'd love to have a clearer
picture of where the Faroe Islands are. Even diagrams illustrating some of the geologic discoveries
described (chains of volcanic islands, placement on tectonic plates) would have enriched my
reading experience.

However, I think this book would be a great pick for a book group, as I think it is a real
conversation-sparker and offers a lot for people to home in on, depending on their own personal
interests. This will likely sit on shelves alongside other non-fiction microhistories or works on natural
history for a popular audience.(less)

Chamberlin is a professor of literature, but he did his homework to write this marvelous tour of
islands and their role in our culture and psyche. The book combines history, geology, biology,
mythology, and philosophy. It is beautifully written in a gentle but erudite style. I could hardly put it
down. Chamberlin focuses on a few islands that have loomed large in our cultural history as
paradise, challenge, or gold mine. THese include Jamaica, Newfoundland, Tahiti, the Galapagos
and others. It r...more Chamberlin is a professor of literature, but he did his homework to write this
marvelous tour of islands and their role in our culture and psyche. The book combines history,
geology, biology, mythology, and philosophy. It is beautifully written in a gentle but erudite style. I
could hardly put it down. Chamberlin focuses on a few islands that have loomed large in our cultural
history as paradise, challenge, or gold mine. THese include Jamaica, Newfoundland, Tahiti, the
Galapagos and others. It recalls the drive to find spices, guano, and cod fish. He also describe the
formation of islands, the evolutionary impact of islands, and the role of islands in our mind as
refuges, prisons and metaphors for many aspects of our lives. Five stars.(less)

This book is an eclectic collage put together of snippets from history, mythology, science, ecology,
geology, biology and travel literature. It flits about and doesn't seem to give enough space to the
many strands it hopes to weave. There are a lot of cool factoids but I wish the author would slow
down and settle into an idea before jumping off to another one. This should have been a much
larger book.

In this ambitious book about the lives and influence of islands, Chamberlin (Horse: How the Horse



Shaped Civilization) delivers a head-spinning mashup of navigational history, mythology,
crash-course geology, poetry, and pop culture. Each of the five sections is introduced with excerpts
from the 1830 Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, invoking a time when â€œauthoritative atlases and
encyclopedias... were often either apologetically vague or absolutely wrong.â€• From there,
Chamberlin, a professor at the University of Toronto, maps the wonders of Polynesia and the
GalÃ¡pagos Islands, the differences between Polynesian and European navigation techniques, the
strange emergence of Surtsey island in Iceland in 1963, famous seafarers, literary isles and their
inhabitants (like Prospero and Robinson Crusoe), and many more compelling facts and histories.
Early on in the outing, the author makes clear his goal: to show how islands â€œdefine what it is to
be human.â€• Itâ€™s an admirable if hyperbolic effort. Unfortunately, a lack of cohesion and clarity
of purpose will leave readers feeling lost at sea, with little more than Chamberlinâ€™s giddy sense
of wonder to guide them. Itâ€™s a fun and interesting trip, but it never arrives at its port of call.
(Feb.)
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Ever since humans have been travelling and telling tales, we have been fascinated by islands.
Creation stories around the world speak of land rising out of the water, of islands beginning on the
backs of turtles or as a result of the ingenuity of birds. The tradition continues into the modern era:
from Noah to Prospero and Gulliver, from Ulysses to Robinson Crusoe and Anne of Green Gables,
islands have fuelled the dreams of our storytellers.

Much of what makes islands so compelling are the natural forces that shape them: geological
processes that wrench land up from the ocean �floor, evolutionary shi�fts that cause naked rock to
bloom with unique �flora and fauna. These forces too have inspired explorers, scientists, settlers,
sailors, and artists.

J. Edward Chamberlin draws on history, literature, art, anthropology, biology, and geology, to create
a compelling and accessible exploration of the impact islands have made on human history. He has
also written a poignant and powerful reminder of who and where we are: castaways, on our own
island in space.

Islands have provided a special invitation to fertile imaginations, just as they did (in evolutionary
theory) to unique mutations. There have been countless islands where marvellous â€” or malicious
â€” things supposedly happened, and memorable islands that came into being as fiction took up
history, with stories of true island adventures (survivor stories long before reality tv) sponsoring
novels likeÂ Robinson Crusoe. Psychiatry began with an awareness of â€œislandedâ€• psyches,
and anthropology made islands an academic fetish (and a travel excuse), with island accounts
beginning in the late nineteenth century by Arthur Haddon on the Torres Strait Islands and Alfred
Radcliffe-Brown on the Andamans, and then by Bronislaw Malinowski on the Trobriand Islands and
Margaret Mead onÂ Samoa.

Islands represent both paradise and purgatory, just as they invoke madness and invite magic. They
have been places where curious things occur â€” or where nothing at all takes place. But even
then,Â the howling noises of the sea or the deep silence of a lake will often conjure up a sense of
strangeness around islands, and generate stories about the unusual things that go on there. Many
poets, from the Scandinavian skald to the Swahili shaâ€™ir and from Homer (in the Odyssey) to
Shakespeare (in The Tempest), have located some of their most intriguing stories on islands. Later,
Jonathan Swift tookÂ readers to islands of wonderment on Gulliverâ€™s travels, Alexandre Dumas
to the treasure of Monte Cristo, and H. G. Wells to the menacing Island of Dr. Moreau. And they are
certainly places whereÂ fabled creatures live: there are real islands with dragons, like Komodo in
Indonesia, and imaginary islands with dragons, like those in the Chronicles of Narnia.

There are islands of solitude, and islands with a social life â€” though not always an easy one. So is



the ultimate appeal of islands â€œhomeâ€• â€” or â€œawayâ€•? Ideals of civilized life, domestic
and settled,Â are routinely represented in island images, but so are concepts of the wild and the
barbaric; and both of them may sustain the sense of community that islands often celebrate. The
history of islands is also the history of our planet, from its beginning as an island in space to its
current position as part ofÂ the archipelago that is our solar system, and from the moment land first
appeared above the waters that covered the earth to the contemporary appearance and
disappearance of islands in the cycles of climate change and seismic upheaval that make up and
break up our world.

All of which raises â€” or complicates â€” the question: What is an island? Is it simply land
surrounded by water, which the etymology of the word in various languages suggests? Do tidal
islands, and isolated peninsulas, qualify? How about man-made islands, like oil rigs or waterfront
real estate developments â€” or castles surrounded by moats? Is size a factor, with small being
beautiful? But then, what is it that a reef or a rock outcrop have in common with Greenland or New
Guinea? And what about continents like Australia and Antarctica? Do geology and geography set
the standard for island identity, or politics and economics? Are islands defined by their natural
history â€” or by their human history?

One thing is certain: barren or beautiful, large or small, real or imagined, islands are a central part of
the world we live in. They represent much of what we dread, and much of what we desire. And since
so many of our thoughts and feelings have an island counterpart, they may well define what it is to
be human.

Island is a compact but dense study of ocean islands from cultural, biological, geological, literary,
and historical perspectives. There is much interesting information in this small volume. Islands
constitute the majority of the worldâ€™s smallest countries; islands are distinguished by an
astonishing variety of fauna and flora, much of which is unique to the island environment; and, with
their volcanic origins, are a microcosm of the development of life on the planet.

Separate chapters describe the storytelling traditions and creation myths of islands, their actual
geological formation, the discovery and population of islands by humans and other species, and the
island as a place in literature and imagination. The wealth of fascinating detail makes for an
instructive and entertaining read. In Island, author Chamberlin represents ocean and lake islands as
standing for &#8220;much of what we dread, and much of what we desireâ€¦ they may well define
what it is to be human.&#8221;
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Islands have been at the heart of our desires, and our fears, forever. *Island* tells the
groundbreaking story of humans and islands, and islands and nature, from the beginning of time to
the present. Drawing on history, literature, art, anthropology, biology, and earth science, *Island*
explores the human settlement of islandsâ€”including the seafaring skills required to cross the
seasâ€”and describes in vivid detail the spectacular flora and fauna of islands as well as their
earth-shattering geology. It shows that ...
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